
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a senior / product analyst. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior / product analyst

Creates deliverables independently or with teams and coordinates approvals
Provides expertise in process design and provides leadership and
education/training by communicating requirements to the business, peers,
technical resources, testers
Builds strong and diverse network of relationships with various stakeholder
groups and all levels of staff
Prepare regular briefings/updates on project roadmaps including status, risk
mitigation strategies, risk contingencies and impacts communication of
requirements changes to stakeholders
Collaborate with the analytics team to ensure that assigned projects are
measureable after implementation
Ability to work with multiple 3rd party data sources, including customers and
vendors
Leverage predictive analytics to bring proactive insights to existing strategies
Define, establish, socialize and execute the analytics roadmap, including the
organizational model, infrastructure/capabilities and processes needed and
action plan for the immediate and longer-term
Liaise with cross-functional teams to identify reporting and analytics
requirements that address key business on both strategic/planning and
tactical front
Prioritize development of software products in alignment with business
objectives
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Manage Imprint specific tool development in conjunction with Central
Content team
Proven ability to consolidate, analyze and interpret large data sets, providing
senior management with high level insights in a concise manner
Expert level usage of Microsoft excel and PowerPoint, with common
knowledge of advanced tools and functionality
Self-driven and highly motivated with a strong attention to accuracy and
detail
Ability to manage multiple priorities in an efficient manner
Ability to work effectively within a team and build positive relationships cross-
functionally


